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Let’s run together
for small schools
ActionAid Thailand invites you to join the charity 10k run
ActionAid Virtual Run 2019: Let’s RUN for Small Schools.
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Register and find out more about each package at
https://race.thai.run/ActionaidVirtualRun2019

Medal
E-BIB

Run, walk and jog wherever and whenever, and submit your result
by 31 December 2019. Your every step will go to improving
education in small schools, ensuring the right to quality education
of all children in Thailand.
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*Packages E, F and G are
a charity gift packages, running is not
included. Donors who would like to support these packages can
contact ActionAid Thailand directly at 02 279 6601 to 2 ext. 102
(Ms. Wannisa), 110 (Ms. Kanchana) or 113 (Ms. Phatcharaphon).
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Programme Highlights
Education & Youth
#EqualStand: Education for equality
The small school problem is perhaps the clearest reflection of
disparity in Thai education. Centralisation and policies that fail
to prioritise pupils and their local context, coupled with
disproportionate support in resources given to small schools
compared to bigger schools in the city, have resulted in a public
education system that leaves many children
child
behind. This is
the reason for the formation of Equal Stand, a network of
development organisations that aims to improve the quality
of Thai education and make its access equal and equitable.
It comprises ActionAid Thailand, Research Center for Children
and Youth Development, Environment Development and
Sustainability Center at Chulalongkorn University, Thai
Alternative Education Council Association, SDG Move Thailand,
Alte
Thai Civic Education, and Critizen.
Marking the beginning of its collaboration, Equal Stand
organised a talk titled Equality in Education and Disappearing
Schools at the Faculty of Education, Chulalongkorn University
on 17 August 2019. With Asst. Prof Athapol Anunthavorasakul
as host, the morning session School Merger-Closure and the Voice
of the Community gave a platform for those directly
di
affected
by the merger-closure policy before highlighting civil society’s
collaboration with communities in managing local schools.
Entitled Light at the End of the Tunnel, the afternoon session
centred on the solutions and alternatives for small schools
and policymakers on Thai education management moving
forward, especially for the latter who wield more power to
reduce disparity, protect the right to education and, leave no
children behind.
Watch the live stream of the talk: https://youtu.be/u3cd7-GTLlc
Like and follow Equal Stand’s Facebook page for the latest
news: http://bit.ly/Equal-Stand-TH

A new lesson with Girl Rising
ActionAid Thailand is an impact partner of Girl Rising, an
international campaign that supports girls’ education and
empowerment, and aims to change cultural attitudes and
norms that discriminate based on gender. Following a pilot
programme last December in Kalasin Province, our partnership
has expanded to Central Thailand with Explore
Explo More,
a workshop for teachers and students on an innovative curriculum
that instills gender equality and helps girls plan their future,
featuring three main learnings, namely The Power of Dreams,
Know Your Strengths, and Support System and Role Model.
On 21 September 2019, we organised this workshop for network
schools Wat Koke Thong School, Ratchaburi Province, Huai
Rang Ket School and Laem Bua Witthaya School in Nakhon
Pathom Province. Equipped with guidelines, tools and media
that help increase girls’ capacity and self-esteem, the schools
will begin following the curriculum in November and December,
and will be monitored and evaluated accordingly.

Thinking Schools Champions
Back in June, ActionAid Thailand conducted a participatory
workshop to create 22 “champions” of the innovative Thinking
School curriculum, who would go on to train other teachers within
the network of the Nan Small School Association. On 27-29 October
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2019, the champions acted as facilitators at a second workshop
organised by the Nan Small School Association to train 121 school
directors and teachers from 20 schools in Nan and Phrae provinces
on Thinking Tools, teaching techniques and lesson planning. Besides
passing on an active learning strategy, the champions were able to
further enhance their confidence and leadership skills as the spearhead of the movement to improve
imp
local public education.

Women’s Rights
First Pin Initiative for safe cities and universities
Safe Cities for Women Network and partners – civil society
organisation Big Trees, landscape architects at Shma Soen, and
online media Urban Creature – official launched the initiative First
Pin: Pak Mud Chud Pueak (“drop the pin to butt in”) on 14 September
2019. The media and more than 80 #TeamPueak members were
invited to identify areas
a
in Bangkok where women could be at risk
of sexual harassment, and report these risky spots to a chatbot
on messaging application LINE. The crowd-sourced data will be
used to formulate a Pueak Map which will be given to the responsible
authorities for further actions.
The media event kicked off at Aetas Bangkok Hotel, Soi Ruamrudee
with a talk and workshop, sharing the voices of urban dwellers
who had experienced sexual harassment and training participants’
eyes for locations where harassment is likely to happen and on
how to submit data to Traffy Fondue via LINE with a hashtag. The
latter segment was led by a group of facilitators comprising landscape
architects, urban planners and a senior researcher at Thailand’s
National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC).
Once participants knew how to “drop the pin”, in groups, they joined
community locals and walked along different
di
routes in the Soi Ruamrudee and Soi Phra Chen neighborhoods, and the exercise lanes
connecting Lumphini Park and Benjakitti Park (Saphan Khiew).
All routes concluded at Benjakitti Park where every group shared
what they had encountered and lessons learned before putting
pins onto a giant map of Bangkok and declaring their intention
to continue finding danger spots in their own neighbourhoods.
500 spots are
a expected to be found, which is more than the 217
spots prone to sexual harassment and other crimes previously
reported by the Bangkok Metropolitan Police Bureau.
Participants of the First Pin workshop weren’t alone on the mission.
Many more locations were shared by those who follow the Safe
Cities for Women Campaign on Facebook or who took part in the
First Pin Trail activities in Bang Khun Thian and Makkasan areas
on 5 October and 3 November.
Novembe What’s more, we were joined by

Traffy Fondue is an application created by NECTEC as a
medium for people and public officials or private agencies
to communicate about city problems – e.g. neighbourhood
cleanliness and the state of footpaths – and follow through
with the process that addresses them.
Now Traffy Fondue has a system in place to collect data
on sexual harassment and sexual violence. With the hashtag
#ทีมเผือก (#TeamPeuak in Thai), anyone can report risky
spots through an everyday application like LINE by following
four simple steps.

>
>

Thammasat University students through a partnership with the university.
On 21 September, an on-campus version of the First Pin workshop
was held at the Rangsit Campus. Students learned how to pinpoint
risky areas and report them to Traffy Fondue, and set a goal of 300
spots to be submitted to university administration. They also learned
self-defense basics from a professional trainer to be able to understand
and handle sexual harassment situations or other types of attack.

>
>

Add @traffyfondue as a friend on LINE
Let us know what and where the risk is. Don’t forget to
use the hashtag #ทีมเผือก (in Thai)
Snap a photo
Use the in-app map to locate the spot

3
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The Pueak Campus
The collaboration between the Safe Cities for Women Network and
Thammasat University has opened up opportunities for the former
to work directly with students and strengthen their capacity through
participative learning initiatives. The network was invited to give
a lecture to and engage with senior students taking HP481 Healthy
Cities at the Faculty of Public Health throughout this semester.
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the Communications for Change workshop organised by Thammasat
University Student Union, MC of Thammasat, TUTV, and Thammasat
University Ambassador, where they were joined by guest mentors,
namely host and #DontTellMeHowToDress campaign founder
Ms. Cindy Sirinya Bishop and news anchor Mr. Jamorn Kijsaowapak.
Top-down and bottom-up change

As a class assignment the students were
we divided into five groups to
develop project proposals to promote safe campus and the First Pin
Initiative. On 21 October 2019, each team presented their plans and
about the on-campus they had organised before representatives of
the Safe Cities for Women Network, who gave comments and suggestions
for further development. The students will present the final outcomes
on 16 November where a big First Pin event is scheduled to be held.

The First Pin Initiative couldn’t
couldn have moved forward without
the recognition and cooperation from public officials responsible
for each particular area. Before submitting all crowd-sourced data
for concrete actions, on 14 September and 21 October 2019,
the Safe Cities for Women Network met with Lumphini police officers,
MP Patcharin Samsiriphon,as well as Bangkok’s Departments of
Public Works, Traffic and Transport, and City Planning to discuss
action plans and collaboration agreements.
ag

The Safe Cities for Women Network was also part of Thammasat Social
Changemaker, a campus-wide search for a new generation of leaders
of social change. The Safe Cities team became mentors for
candidates on campaigning for a safe university. They were also part of

Follow the progress made by the Safe Cities for Women at
https://www.facebook.com/SafeCitiesForWomen

EU-Funded Project: Rights to
Land and Natural Resources
It’s no question that climate change and the rights to land and
natural resources are directly connected. Earth’s rising temperature
has led to a vast range of impacts. Natural disasters like flash floods,
landslides, and coastal erosion are causing loss of land and natural
resources on an immense scale; and some people are facing these
impacts more than others. This is why ActionAid Thailand’s work in
securing communities’ rights to land and natural resources cannot
leave the climate crisis out of the picture.
On 8 August 2019, ActionAid Thailand and Yunus Social Business
Centre organised a talk titled Climate Justice: Who Wins, Who Loses?
at Yunus Social Business Centre, Kasetsart University. The event received
lively interest from students, who learned from keynote speakers
Harjeet Singh, Global Lead on Climate Change at ActionAid
International, and Amnaj Chanchung, Head of Community Operations at
Inte
Chumchonthai Foundation, about various climate issues encompassing
the grassroots and global levels. For example, why climate justice
needs to be achieved on top of climate actions, the science behind
keeping the earth's temperature rise below 1.5°c, the Paris Agreement, local climate adaptation and resilience programmes, civil
society’s demands made to the Thai government, and how young

people can get involved. Many ways young people can help drive
change include shifting their behaviour as a consumer, mobilising
with local movements like Climate Strike Thailand – whose founder
also joined this event – and building a social business that fights
against climate change or helps communities with climate resilience.
Asia-Pacific Climate Week 2019
This September,
Septembe Bangkok played host at the 2019 Asia-Pacific Climate
Week, where participants from all over the world gather to discuss and
raise regional and global ambition to tackle climate change. As one
of the official collaborating organisations, ActionAid co-organised
various sessions with our collective objectives to make the voices of
grassroots communities heard in the negotiations, put forward civil
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society and social movements’ demands and solutions, and prepare for
the UN Climate Action Summit and Global Climate Strike happening
towards the end of the month.
Outside the conference rooms, ActionAid and our allies – the Asian
Peoples Movement on Debt and Development, Asia Europe People’s
Forum, and the Asia Energy Network – are organising a series of
events to meet the aforementioned
afo
objectives. A public forum,
People’s Solutions to the Climate Emergency, that took place on
4 September at Trang Hotel, Bangkok, and the Ending the Age of
Fossil Fuels panel at the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of Thailand
(FCCT) on 5 September gathered civil society and organisations
from Asia-Pacific and European countries to put forward climate
solutions. One of the most pressing subjects discussed was
a transition from
f
using fossil fuels to low-carbon and carbon free
energy, which should be a just, democratic and effective process.

“Staying alive, staying alive, under 1.5!”: the cry of people demanding world governments to speed
up actions to keep the global temperature rise below 1.5 °C in order for living things to survive.

Global Climate Strike 2019
ActionAid Thailand and Bangkok residents joined millions around
the world for the Global Climate Strike on Friday, 20 September 2019.
Also a #FridayforFuture and the Thai National Youth Day, the day
saw over two hundred Thai and international youths marched
to the Ministry of Natural Resources
Resou
and Environment to hand in
an open letter demanding the government to declare a climate
emergency and commit to targets of complete coal phase-out
and 50% renewable energy share by 2025 and 100% by 2040.
Strikers came with signs and costumes as well as chants and
music as they marched, before staging a die-in, where they lay
on the ground and pretended to die as a symbol for the serious
impacts of climate change and environmental
envi
degradation.

“This is what will happen if we don’t act on climate change now,” said
Ms. Nanticha Ocharoenchai, Climate Strike Thailand organiser.

The Bangkok march and 5,200 more happening in 156 countries
worldwide would send a clear message to leaders heading to the 74th
United Nations General Assembly and Climate Action Summit
in New York that people of all ages and backgrounds, across
the Global North and South, are demanding climate justice and
no false solutions.

Get to know the artist:
Mr. Nong Songyot
Please introduce yourself.

How did the illustration for ActionAid Virtual Run 2019

Hello, I’m Nong–Songyot Cheunjaidee.

come about?
After the first contact with the ActionAid Virtual Run 2019 team,

What made you want to draw?
I was quite a good sketcher and painter
as a child so I continued to develop
my skills. Now I’m a trained decorator.
I design interiors and furnishings.
fu
Being
an illustrator is what I do in my down time
from work. I don’t really do it to earn a living.
As an adult and a parent, what do you think of the current Thai
education system? In your view, what are the pressing issues
and what are the solutions?
We should reform Thai education so that it is suitable for our young
people and puts them front
f
and center. To do that, the most pressing
issue may be education personnel. I want to see the most proficient
people as teachers for the best learning experience of the children
and youth.

I sat down and tried to come up with a key visual that not only
is right for the event but also came from my instincts, my own
style. And that is a bright and colourful Japanese mangainspired illustration.
inspi
How do you feel about your work being used as the key
visual of ActionAid Virtual Run 2019 as well as the design
of charity products, all of which proceeds go to supporting
small schools?
I’m delighted to be able to do good for society with the abilities
that I have. I would like to thank ActionAid Thailand and the
ActionAid Virtual Run 2019 team for giving me an opportunity to
be part of this event.
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Charity Gifts
Support Thai children’s rights to access education through
ActionAid Thailand’s charity gifts. Proceeds from every sale go
to supporting our programme that ensures small schools in rural
Thailand can provide quality education to children. Help us
make a real difference today.
For more information and to support, contact Kanchana Somsakul
at (66) 02-279-6601-2 ext. 113 or kanchana.somsakul@actionaid.org,
kanchana.somsakul@actionaid.o
or reach us via http://www.faceboook.com/ActionAidThailand
1. Tote bag 16x14 inches (500 baht) 2. A5 journal (300 baht)
3. Polo shirt in M, L, XL (600 baht ) 4. T-shirt in M, L, XL (400 baht)

Publications
A small school case study

Annual Report 2018

Ban Rang Mook School in Nakhon Pathom Province was one of the latest

Transforming danger zones

This annual report is the story ActionAid
Thailand’s year in 2018. It shows our human
rights-based approach to development
and the progress we’ve made in our
three programme priorities – the story of
how we strengthen small schools and
advocate for the right to education,
how we work with the government and
public in campaigns and policy advocacy
on gender equality and the right to safe
cities for women. It also shows how we support landless and landpoor communities to secure their rights to land and natural resources,
and the global efforts to tackle climate justice and bring about
climate justice.

The Bangkok Post reports on Thai women’s common experience

Download the report at http://bit.ly/2n4nSYD

small schools affected by the government’s school merger-closure
policy. But after the school personnel, community and a strong
network of parents came together with a common goal, they were
able to reopen the school with a new director.
Ms. Rungtip Imrungruang, ActionAid Thailand’s Programme and
Policy Manager,
Manage talked about what happened and shared her
insights on Thai PBS’s New Day on 8 August 2019. Watch the
segment “Is small school merger and closure the best step forward
to improving education?” at https://youtu.be/UV8DnflwDVg

of street harassment and the Safe Cities for Women Campaign’s
First Pin Initiative that invites people to be part of a movement that
makes public spaces safer for women. Read the article “Danger
Zone” at http://bit.ly/2KZm7Vz

Contact Us
ActionAid International (Thailand)
60/1 Monririn Building 2nd Floor Unit A201
Soi Phaholyothin 8, Phaholyothin Road, Samsen Nai
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400
Tel. (66) 02-279-6601 to 2
Website: www.actionaid.or.th
Email: communications.thailand@actionaid.org

Follow Us
Scan this QR code to visit our Facebook
page or stay updated on our work via
these channels:
ActionAidThailand
ActionAidThai
ActionAidThailand
www.actionaid.or.th

